Scout Boats Partners with Lumitec as Primary
Lighting Supplier for 2019 Model Year

Delray Beach, FL- August 9, 2018 - Lumitec, a leading designer and manufacturer of extreme
environment LED lighting solutions, is announced as the official lighting supplier for Scout Boats for
their primary lighting needs for the 2019 model year.
Scout Boats design and manufacture world-class luxury boats, packed with timeless innovations,
technology and trendsetting features. Their commitment to quality and performance shows in the
meticulous attention to detail in their products and is also reflected in the products they choose to
place on their boats. It is for this reason Scout selected Lumitec as their primary lighting supplier
for all their 2019 models.
“Lumitec offers us the ability to provide to our customers the most efficient, sleek, and reputable
name in the marine primary lighting market today” said Alan Lang, Director of Sales and Marketing
for Scout Boats Inc. “Our customers demand the very best and Lumitec helps us to deliver that to
them”.
Lumitec down lighting, accent lighting, flood/spreader lighting and utility lighting products will be
featured on the complete Scout line-up for 2019 models.
Headquartered in Delray Beach, Fla., Lumitec is an engineering and manufacturing firm solely
focused on the conceptualization, development, and manufacture of high-quality, extreme
environment LED lighting. Lumitec LED fixtures are designed with an in-depth knowledge and
understanding of the lights’ true expected life and use, combining cohesive functionality and style
to guarantee superior, long-lasting products. Lumitec provides full engineering capabilities
including a full electrical, mechanical, prototyping, and optics labs. Lumitec proudly conducts
product design, testing, and manufacturing at their R&D headquarter offices in Florida.
To learn more about Lumitec and their products, please visit www.lumiteclighting.com or call at
561-272-9840.
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